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ABSTRACT 
Harris and Keane [Probab. Theory Related Fields 109 (1997) 27-37] studied absolute continu- 
ity/singularity of two probabilities on the coin-tossing space, one representing independent tosses of 
a fair coin, while in the other a biased coin is tossed at renewal times of an independent renewal process 
and a fair coin is tossed at all other times. We extend their results by allowing possibly different biases 
at the different renewal times. We also investigate the contiguity and asymptotic separation properties in 
this kind of set-up and obtain some sufficient conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Kakutani's dichotomy results on the absolute continuity and singularity of two 
infinite products of probability measures [4] are very well known. Harris and 
Keane [3] examined such dichotomy results in the following set-up. 
Suppose we have two coins, one of which is fair (unbiased) and the other one 
possibly biased. Consider independent tosses of the coins, using the biased coin 
at the renewal times of an independent renewal process, while using the fair coin 
at all other times. This gives rise to a probability measure on the infinite coin- 
tossing space. Harris and Keane [3] examined absolute continuity/singularity of 
this probability with respect to the probability corresponding toindependent tosses 
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of the fair coin. They obtained sufficient conditions for absolute continuity as well 
as for singularity of the first measure with respect to the second one. 
Further results in this direction have been obtained by Levin et al. [5]. They 
showed that there is a critical value of the bias at which a phase transition takes 
place. 
In this note we consider the situation where, instead of using a coin with a fixed 
bias, we allow using coins with possibly different biases at times when a biased 
coin is to be tossed. In Section 2, we obtain some sufficient conditions for absolute 
continuity and mutual singularity. 
In [8], Thelen showed that, with absolute continuity and mutual singularity being 
replaced by the more general concepts of contiguity and asymptotic separation, 
Kakutani type dichotomy still holds. In Section 3, we obtain sufficient conditions 
for contiguity and asymptotic separation to hold in the coin-tossing set-up. 
2. COIN TOSSING WITH VARYING BIAS 
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers. We use the space X = {- 1, 1 }N to represent 
infinite sequences of coin tosses. Let {Xn } be the coordinate random variables on X, 
i.e. Xn(x) = Xn where x = (xo,  x1 . . . .  ) e X. The a-algebra F on X is the usual 
product a-algebra. We will be concerned with various probabilities on the space 
(X, F). We now describe how these probabilities arise. 
Let ~2 be the space {0, 1} N, equipped with the usual product a-algebra nd a 
probability P on it. Also, let {An} denote the coordinate random variables on f2. 
We will denote Un = P(An  : 1 ) .  
Harris and Keane [3] considered the special case when the {An } are the indicators 
of the successive r newal times of some underlying renewal process, that is, A n : 1 
or 0 according as a renewal takes places at time n or not. In that case Un, for each 
n, is just the probability of a renewal at time n. Thus, uo = 1 and for any 0 < nl < 
• .. < nk, P({Ao = An 1 . . . . .  Ank = 1}) =UnlUn2_nl "" "Unk--nk-l" 
For 0 s (0, 1], a coin with bias 0 means a coin that yields values -t-1 with 
probabilities (1 + 0)/2 respectively. Let 0 = (00,01 . . . .  On . . . .  ) be a sequence in 
(0, 1]. The idea is to consider the probability/z0 on X that represents independent 
tosses using, at time n, a fair coin if An = 0 and a coin with bias On if A n = 1. 
Here is the precise definition of the probability measure #0 on F. Conditional on 
the sequence A = {An}, we have the probability measure/z0.A on F given by 
~0 [ 1 "[- XiOi IZO'A ((XO' Xl . . . . .  Xn)) = Ai 2 - -  d- (1 - -  A i )  ---- ~(ld-OixiAi). 
i=o 
By averaging these conditional measures over A, we define 
f f nl uo((xo, xl . . . . .  x . ) )  = uo, ,((xo,xl ..... x.))dP= 1-I +O, xiAi)dP 
f2 ~ i=0 
Here  (x0, X1 . . . . .  Xn) denotes the set where X0 = x0,  X1 = Xl . . . . .  Xn = Xn. 
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Of course the probability on F representing independent tosses of just a fair coin 
is given by 
/Z0((X0, X1 . . . . .  Xn)) = 2- (n+l ) .  
To state our first result, let A r = {A' n } be an independent copy of A. In other 
words, we consider the product space f2 x ~2 equipped with the product probability 
P ® P. A and A' are then both defined on this product space as just projections onto 
the first and the second coordinate spaces respectively. Then we have the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 1. For the probabilities txo and tzo defined on F, 
1. l-t0 <</z0/f E~o 02 < ~;  
2. Uo _L Uo tf Zi :A iA~: I  02 ~- (X) a.s. 
Remark 1. Note that for the condition in part 2 to hold, it is necessary (and, of 
course, not sufficient) that, almost surely, A i At i : 1 for infinitely many i. 
Remark 2. The condition ~ 02 < c~ is actually sufficient for mutual absolute 
continuity of the measures/z0 and/zo. 
The proof of the theorem uses fairly standard martingale techniques. Let pn(x) 
be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of/zo with respect to/z0 when both are restricted 
to the a-algebra cr{Xo, X1 . . . .  Xn}. Clearly 
n 
S ince  {pn(X)}n~N is a non-negative martingale under tzo, the limit p(x) = 
limn Pn (x) exists almost surely. 
Proof of part 1. Clearly/zo <</zo on F if and only if the convergence Pn --+ P 
holds in L1 (/to). For the latter, it suffices to show that {Pn} is bounded in L2(#o). 
12 f pZ(x)dlzo(x) = (1 +OixiAi)dP dlzo 
X "= 
n 
X ~2xfl i=0 
(using Fubini's theorem and the fact that x 2 = 1, Vi) 
n 
f f 2 i Oixi(A i Ati))d(p p) : duo(x) 1-I(l .-~-Oi A iA  -4- ..~ 
X f2x~ i=O 
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n 
f f 2 ' Oixi(Ai_ ~ Ai))dl~o(x), = d(P ® P) r i (1  -'~0 i A iA  i -t-- 
~x~ X i=0 
= d(P ® P) 1 -t-02Ai A; -~ OiXi (z~i -~ A; ) )d#o(x) .  
~x~ = 
Note that we were able to take the product 1--[i%o utside the integral sign above 
since conditional on (A, A% the random variables Xi, i >1 0 are independent. 
Since /~0 is the measure of a fair coin toss process, fxxidl.zo(x) = O, Vi. 
Therefore, 
f p2(x) dtzo(x) = f 
X ~x~ t 
H 
l--i(1 +O2AiADd(p ® P) 
i=0  
oo 
~< f I-I( 1 +02AiADd(P ® P) 
~x~" i=0  
~< l--I (1 + 0 2) ~< exp 0 , 
(since each factor/> 1) 
which is finite if ~ 0 2 < ~.  [] 
Proof of part 2. We will show that, under the assumed hypothesis, p(x) = 0 
a.s [#o], which in turn will imply that/zo //z0. Similar calculation as in the proof 
of part 1 yields 
f i n pn(x)pn(--x)dIzo(x ) = U(1  -- 02AiADd(p ® P). 
X ~2x~t i=0  
Now by Fatou's Lemma, 
f p (x)p (-x) dtzo = f lira infpn (X)pn (-x) dlzo 
X X 
~< liminf f Pn(X)Pn(--X) dtzo(x) 
X 
n 
=liminf f R(1-O2AiA;)d(p®p). 
~xg2 i=1 
Since the integrand is bounded above by 1 for all n, we can use DCT to conclude 
that 
oo 
f p(X)p(-x)dl~O(X f H(]--Oi21iA;) d(P~P)" 
X ~2 x ~2; i=0  
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Clearly, the integrand in the last integral above equals 0, P ® P-almost surely, if 
~/:aiAi= 10 f = c~, P ® P-almost surely. The facts that {p = 0} is a tail event (see 
Harris and Keane [3]) and/zo is a symmetric measure completes the proof. [] 
We now consider the Special case when A arises from an underlying independent 
renewal process, that is, An = 1 or 0 according as a renewal takes place at time n or 
not. Note that in this case the sequence {AnArn } is also the sequence of indicators of 
renewal times of a new renewal process with renewal probabilities {Un2}. From the 
theory of renewal processes, one knows that 
(P®P) (A iA I=OVi )= u >0 if Zu /2<oc ,  
0 
while 
(P ® P)(AiA; = 1 for infinitely many i )=  1 
oo 
if Z u2 = oe. 
0 
Remark 3. From the above it is clear that in case A arises from a renewal process, 
the condition of part 2 of Theorem 1 will hold only if ~-o  u2 = co. 
Going back to the renewal sequence {An A' n }, let T denote the time till the first 
renewal takes place, that is, T = inf{n > 0 : AnArn = 1}. One then has 
2 Remark 4. If E(T) < cx~ and if {0k}~_l is monotone with Y]-k=l Ok = co, then 
- -  i~i:Aia'=l 0f = e~ a.s., so that #o _1_/zo. 
To verify the claim in Remark 4, let us consider the case of monotone decreas- 
ing {Ok}. Denoting { Sk, k/> 1 } to be the successive renewal times of the underlying 
Sk renewal process generating {An A'n}, one has, by the strong law, T ~ E (T) almost 
surely. In particular, i fM is a positive integer with M > E(T), then, for a.e. ~o, there 
will exist a positive integer ko(w), such that Sk <~ Mk for all k > ko(~o). But then, 
Z 
i:AiAri=l 
1 oo 
o.2,: F_., °s 2, S_, S__, 4,,, S_, 4 = 
k >/1 k>/ko k>/k o k=Mk 0 
The case when the sequence {Ok} is monotone increasing is trivial. 
The following theorem gives a nice sufficient condition for absolute continuity 
of/z0 with respect o #0, in the special case when the {An} arise from a renewal 
process. It extends Theorem 1, part 2 of Harris and Keane [3]. For the proof, one 
can essentially repeat he argument given in [3] and therefore, we omit it here. 
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Theorem 2. I f{A  n } are the indicators of the successive renewal times of a renewal 
process with renewal probabilities {Un }, then 
/x0 << #o /f 
oG ( n=l  n < 1 + sup Oi • 
3. CONTIGUITY AND ASYMPTOTIC SEPARATION 
Contiguity and asymptotic separation are useful generalizations of the notions 
of absolute continuity and singularity and they have important applications in 
asymptotic theory of statistics. For a discussion of contiguity and asymptotic 
separation see Thelen [8]; Greenwood and Shiryayev [2]; Lipcer, Pukelsheim and 
Shiryayev [6] and Oosterhoffand van Zwet [7]. We just recall the definitions here. 
Definition. Let {~'~n, Fn, (//,n, ~n)}  be a sequence of experiments. The sequence 
{/2n} is said to be contiguous to the sequence {/Zn} (written [znVlzn) if for each 
sequence {B~} with Bn E Fn, Vn and l imn lzn(Bn) = 0, one has /2~(B~) ~ 0 as 
n ~ c¢. The sequence {#n } and {~2n } are mutually contiguous if {/xn } is contiguous 
to {/2n} and vice versa. 
The sequence {/z~} is said to be asymptotically separated from {/2n} (write 
~nAlJ~n) if there exists a subsequence {n'} and a corresponding sequence of 
subsets {Bn, } with B n, E F n, Vn' and l im n, I_tn,(Bn, ) = 1 such that IZn,(Bn, ) "+ 0 as 
n' --+ c¢. Note that it is quite possible to have two subsequences such that, along 
one subsequence /z n and ]~n are asymptotically separated (which, of course, is 
equivalent to asymptotic separation of the two original sequences {/Zn } and {/2n }), 
while along the other subsequence/zn a d/2~ are contiguous. 
It is easy to see that in the special case of (~2n, Fn) =" (~, F),/zn =/~ and/2~ =/2, 
Yn, contiguity is equivalent to absolute continuity, and asymptotic separation is 
equivalent to singularity. 
We will now consider two sequences of probability measures {/Zn} and {/2n} on 
the coin-tossing space (X, F), each constructed in a manner similar to those in 
the previous section. We then give some sufficient conditions for contiguity and 
asymptotic separation of these sequences. 
For each n/> 1, we  have two sequences On = {On,i}i>/O and 4~n = {~n,i}i>~o f  
numbers in (0, 1) and [0, 1] respectively. Let/z~, for each n, be the probability 
measure on (X, F) corresponding to a sequence of independent tosses of coins, 
where the ith toss uses a coin of bias On,i. Thus 
k 
/£n((X0,Xl  . . . . .  Xk)) = ]- I  I -~-On,iXi 
2 
i=0 
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On the other hand, ]~n, for each n, is the measure associated with a sequence 
of independent tosses where the ith toss uses a coin with bias qSn,i f A i = 1 and 
bias O,,,i if A i = O. Thus 
'++n Xi 
~. ((xo, xl . . . . .  xO) = Ai 2 
~-~ "~ 
1 +~ ixi ] 
+ (1 - Ai) --' dP. 
Clearly, for each k ~> 0 and each n, the measure/2~ is absolutely continuous with 
respect to/Zn on the cr-algebra {X0, X1 . . . . .  Xk} and the corresponding density is 
given by 
k 
p(nk)(xO'Xl ..... Xk):iiI~o 1 -'l- On,iXi I 
Moreover, by the martingale convergence theorem, the limit Pn : l imk~ p(n k) 
exists,/zn-almost surely, for each n. 
We will first focus on the problem of contiguity. By Proposition 3.2 of Levin, 
Pemantle and Peres [5], we know that, for any n,/2n is either absolutely continuous 
or singular with respect to/Zn. On the other hand, from the definition of contiguity, 
it follows easily that if/2n 3_/z~ for infinitely many n, then contiguity of {/2n} 
with respect o {/z~} cannot hold. So, in order for contiguity to hold,/2n must be 
absolutely continuous with respect to #n, for all but possibly finitely many n. 
As before, we will derive the conditions for L2(/Zn)-boundedness of {p~k)}k~>0 to 
guarantee absolute continuity of/2n with respect to/z~. Indeed, we have 
Sx{f   f [p~.~(x)] 2 du.(x) = 1 + X "~- 
+on iXi 
X f2×g2 "= 
Aixi((bn,i -- On,i) 
x{ l+ -1--~n Ti X-i } d ( P ® P ) 
f f kiI-Io { a at(+n'i-On'i)2 = dlzn(X) 1 -~- i i ( ~ ~  
X ~x~ "= 
2 
Aixi((gn,i -- On,i) ]dP dlzn(X) 
1 + On,iX i d 
Atixi(~n,i -- On,i) I Aixi(~n,i  -- On,i) + d(P ® P) 
Jr- 1 "-~ On,i Xi 7 -~nTx7 i 
f f fI{ (~n'i--On'i)2 
dlzn(X) 1 -k- A iA  I ( l+Onix i )2  
f2xf2 X i=0 
Aixi(~n,i --On,i) Aixi(~n,i  -On, i )  | d (p  ® p)" 
+ 1 + On,iX i "-~ 1 + On,iX i I 
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The integration over X with respect o the measure/Zn is easy to perform. First of 
all, fin is a product probability so that the product I-I~_o can be pushed outside the 
integral. Next, #n((Xi))  = (1 -~- On,iXi)/2, SO that fx  (l+o,,ixil )2 d#~,(x) = ~l_On, and 
fx xi l+On,iXi d#. (x )  = O. 
Thus we finally get 
f[p~k)(x)]2dtzn(x)=af×afl{l+AiAi(4)~i---O-~-2'i)2}d(P®P). 
X i=0 1 - -  On, i
A sufficient condition for this to remain bounded over k, for a fixed n, is that 
(¢.,i-o.,i) 2 < oo, so that this latter condition will imply ]~n ((/Zn. But absolute 
Zi=I  1__02,i 
continuity of ]~n with respect o /zn even for all but finitely many n, will not 
guarantee contiguity. In addition, we will need that the densities {p,] be tight with 
respect o {/2n}, i.e. we must have 
lim lim sup fZn (Pn > k) = O. 
k---~(x~ n 
(See Greenwood and Shiryayev [2, p. 31].) If {pn} is uniformly bounded then, of 
course, {Pn} is tight. So we proceed to obtain conditions for uniform boundedness 
of{pn}. 
Since 
k 
pn(X) ~ sup p~k) (x) = suP f i~o [l k , I  
Aixi (~n,i -- On,i) 1 d P, 
1 + On,iXi J 
a simple upper bound for pn(x) is given by 
(**, Oni  I=0 
So a sufficient condition for the p. to be uniformly bounded is 
~ I~bn,i -- On,il 
lim sup L i 227~-- < ~" 
n i=0 tTn'i 
I¢,,i-0,,;I, the above condition is, therefore, suffi- Since ~i=0~ (q)n'i--On'i)21_02,i "~ Y]~iOG~O l--On, i 
cient for contiguity of {/2n} with respect o {#n}. 
We thus have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3. With the two sequences {/2n} and {#n} of probabilities defined on F 
as above, one has ¢n V lzn if  the following two conditions hold." 
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(i) limsupn(supi On,i) < 1, and 
(ii) limsupn ZiO0=O [¢n,i -- On,i[ < 00. 
Remark 5. Using arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 2 and the upper 
bound (**) obtained above, one can show that when { A~ } are indicators of renewal 
times of a renewal process with probability P(A, = 1) = Un, the following two 
conditions are sufficient to guarantee/~n V/zn : 
(i) limsupn oo I~n,i--On,it Z i=O 1--On, i < (X). 
( i i )  ~ 2 ~=1 Un < 1 + 1 where 0 = limsup, supi @mi-On i)2 
1 --02n,i 
Next we will find sufficient conditions under which asymptotic separation occurs. 
Since having t2n .1_/zn for infinitely many n is clearly sufficient for fin A/zn, a simple 
set of sufficient conditions would be those that guarantee p~(x) = 0, /z:almost 
surely, for infinitely many n. 
As before, we will use the technique of Harris and Keane [3]. But for that we 
need the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 1. Consider the probabilities arising from two sequences of  independent 
coin tossings. The first uses a fair coin throughout, while the second uses a sequence 
of coins with biases {Oi}. Then these two probabilities are mutually absolutely 
• oo 2 continuous tfY~,i= 00 i < oo. 
Proof. Since both are product probabilities, we can use Kakutani's [4] criterion. 
(X) 
Let v = 1-Ii=~ v0 and ~ = I-I~=0 voi denote the two measures. Here, vo(1) = vo(-1) = 
1 l+Oi -- 1 -- I)oi (--1), for all i. ~, whereas voi (1) = 2 - -  
By Kakutani's criterion applied to these product probabilities, v and ~ are 
mutually absolutely continuous if and only if 
~l(%/ l - [ -O i  "~f"~Oi )  - -5 - - -+ <oo. 
Expanding both ~/1  + Oi and ~/1  - Oi binomially, we have 
~_oI l (~/ l+Oi+ lx/- f~--Oi)]=~=O[1--~l '3"5""(4n--3)o2nl 
-- 2 n=l 2 7"4-. ~ ' ' :4n  " 
The infinite product is positive if 
oo  OO 
Z E  1 "3"5"" (4n-  3)02, 
i=0 n=l 
Since the coefficients of 02n are all less than 1, the above sum is less than 
oo x--,oo 0en which is finite if ~o  02 isfinite. [] Zi=I  Z..,n=l i = 
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Going back now to our sequences of probabilities {//'n } and {]~n } on (X, F), recall 
(k) (k) is the density of/Zn with that for each n, Pn is the/Zn-a.s, limit limk Pn , where Pn 
respect to #n on a{Xo, X1 . . . . .  Xk}. We define pn(x) to be limsupk p~k)(x) in case 
limk pn (k) (x) does not exist. 
Lemma 2. For each n, the event {x : pn(x) = 0} is a tail event. 
Only a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 1 of Harris and Keane (see [3, 
p. 32]) gives the result. However, for the sake of completeness, we are presenting 
the proof below. 
Proof. Let F m a(Xm, Xm+l, .) and F' ~ ' t . . . .  Nm=0 Fm be the tail a-algebra. We 
will show that {Pn = 0} 6 F'. For this it is enough to show that if x 6 X is such 
that pn(X) = 0, then for any y E X such that, for some m, Yi : xi, Vi > m, 
one has Pn(Y) = 0 also. It clearly suffices to do this only for y of the form 
y = (xo, Xl . . . . .  Xm-1, -Xm, Xm+l . . . .  ). 
By definition, 
(gn,i -- On,i] 
pn(x)=l imsup f F I [ l  + Aixi dP 
k 4 i=0L  1--}-On,ixiU 
f l~'I r ~_n'i--On,i 1 
= 1 k 4 i  0t" 1 +On,iYi J 
Pn (Y) = lim sup + Ai Yi dP. 
and 
From this and using the fact that Ym : --Xm and yi = Xi ¥i ~ m, one easily obtains 
(bn,m --On,m 1 1-On,m 1 "~- qbn'm--On'm 
~n,m--On,m pn(X) ~ Pn(Y) <~ 1--On,m 
I + 1-On m 1 ~bn,m_On,r n pn(X), 
, 1 --On,m 
from which it follows that Pn (x) = 0 if and only if Pn (Y) = O. [] 
Now, we will prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. With the two sequences {/~n} and {#n} of probabilities defined on F 
as above, one has ~n A#n i f  the following two conditions hold: 
(i) limsupn Z~=O02i < ~,  and 
(ii) Zi:A i AI =1 ~2,i = O0 P-almost surely, for infinitely many n. 
Remark 6. Of course, in order for condition (ii) to hold it is necessary that 
P(A iA  I = 1 for infinitely many i) = 1. In the special case when the {Ai} are the 
indicators of renewal times of an underlying renewal process, this last condition is 
equivalent to ~n~__o u~ = oo, as we have already seen before. 
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Proof. Routine calculation gives us 
f ,o,Ik) (x )P (nk) (--X ) dl~,, (X ) 
X 
k f z (+n ' i - -On ' i )2  
= 1 - A iA  i 1 - 0 2 
f2xf2 X "= n.i 
On,i - -  017,i 
-~- A iX  i 
1 + On,iXi 
k 
Qx~ i=0 
, O,,.i - 0,l.i -1 
Aixi ~7~-n.~i J d#n(x)d(P ® P) 
(~)n,i -- On.i) 2 
1 - O,~,i 
; ~)n,i -- On,i 1 Ai 1---0~ 2G,,i d(V ® P). 
Using Fatou's Lemma first and then DCT, one obtains, 
f p,,(x)pn(-x)du,(x) 
X 
~< liminf 1 - -  AiA I 
k 1-- 
~xf~ "= nd 
p ~n,i -- On,i ) 
- A i -1---~7 [ 20n,i.~d(P ® P) 
~-" t=O 1- -A iA ;  7--b~n,i - -A i  -'--72-' 2G i ld (P®P) ,  
1 - -On ,  i ' J 
fax£2 
so that, fxPn(x)p~(-x)dlxn(x)= 0, if the integrand in the last integral above 
equals 0, that is, if 
K-" (qbn,i - G,i) z + 20< (cD~,i - On,i) ~-a ~92,i -- 02,i 
i:Ai A;=l/" 1 - -  0~, i = i:AiA;=IZ-' 1 -- 02n,i 
P ® P-almost surely. 
mOO,  
This happens for infinitely many n, by conditions (i) and (ii) of  the theorem. So, 
under the two conditions of  the theorem, fx Pn (x)pn ( -x )d#, ,  (x) = 0, for infinitely 
many n. Let us fix one such n. Since by Lemma 2, {pn -- 0} is a tail event, one of  
the following two cases must occur: 
(a) #n({x: p,(x) =0})= 1, 
(b) #n({x: p,,(-x) = 0}) = 1. 
In case (a), we have /~,, _1_ #n and we are done. In case (b), we have, by 
Lemma 1 and condition (i) of  the theorem, v({x: pn(-x) = 0}) = 1, where v is the 
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probability on (X, F) as defined in the proof of Lemma 1. But then, by symmetry 
of the measure v, we would have v({x: pn(X) = 0}) = 1, which, in turn, implies 
/z~ ({x: Pn (x) = 0}) = 1 (again by Lemma 1 and condition (i) of the theorem). Thus 
we are back to case (a). [] 
Remark 7. In case  {Ai) are the indicators of renewal times of a renewal process, 
we have a similar result like the one stated in Remark 4. Denoting T ---- inf{n > 0: 
AnA' n = 1}, one has the following: 
4~2 02 ~b2 02 
n, i -  n,i - -  -- OC for If E(T) < oo and if 1_o~ i is monotone in i and Zic~a=l -n , i -  n,i 
, 1-02,i 
infinitely many n, then/2n A#n. 
Remark 8. We have derived only a set of sufficient conditions. It would be 
interesting to derive reasonable necessary conditions but the problem does not 
seem to be easy. Moreover, in Levin et al. [5] it has been shown that in the 
renewal setup Kakutani like dichotomy holds, i.e. the probability measures of the 
two dependent processes are either mutually absolutely continuous or singular. 
On the other hand, Thelen [8] gave sufficient conditions for contiguity/asymptotic 
separation dichotomy in case of two sequences of measures in independent setup. It 
would be interesting to know whether contiguity/asymptotic separation dichotomy 
holds in the renewal setup. 
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